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ABSTRACT

RNA helicase A (RHA/DHX9) is a cellular protein and member of the DExH/D-box RNA helicase family that is necessary for the translation of pathogenic retroviral transcripts and the cellular proto-oncogene junD. The known characteristic of RHA-mediated protein synthesis is the select recognition and association of RHA with the distinguishing 5’ termini of retroviral and junD transcripts. These mRNAs harbor a distinct 5’ RNA motif known as the posttranscriptional control element (PCE). The PCE functions in cis to stimulate translation activity via the canonical cap-dependent scanning mechanism that defines eukaryotic protein synthesis. The main gap in knowledge is how RHA, as the host effector of the PCE, engages targeted translation activity.

In this study, the molecular basis of RHA in eukaryotic protein synthesis was defined. First, RHA was identified to selectively interact with the non-canonical CBP80/20 cap-binding protein. This distinct association conferred a novel role for RHA in maintained cap-dependent translation during cell stress. Second, novel significance was identified for RHA as a post-initiation effector of protein synthesis. This activity is unique for a DExH/D-box RNA helicase and was attributed to a role for its C-terminal arginine-glycine-rich domain in 80S ribosome stabilization. Third, RHA was recognized to engage in both homopolymeric and heteropolymeric RNP states that regulated its translation activity. Here RHA was identified to self-associate and selectively interact with related DExH-box RNA helicase DHX30 in a manner that impeded or facilitated its activity in protein synthesis, respectively.

Together the data obtained from this dissertation research provided novel and significant insight into the eukaryotic translation process. By elucidating the molecular basis of RHA in protein synthesis, new paradigms were identified for the eukaryotic translation process. These included: a molecular basis for maintained cap-dependent translation during cell stress, significance of DExH/D-box RNA helicases in post-initiation translation control, and a role for distinct homo- and hetero-polymeric binding events in the regulation of targeted translation. We posit that these findings afford molecular significance for the association of RHA with breast, prostate and lung cancer, its identification as the major auto-antigen in systemic lupus erythematosus patients, and the role for RHA as a major stimulator of pathogenic viruses that infect and cause disease within animal and human hosts. Future studies are aimed to connect the molecular findings of this dissertation research with the clinical significance of RHA. The objective is to provide a greater understanding of the relationship between RHA, eukaryotic protein synthesis, and cell biology that informs animal and human health and disease.
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